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by Sami Elizondo
Humor Editor

October is a month of promise. To start, it signifies the beginning 
of fall: an entrance into the sacred part of the calendar year when 
wearing hoodies every day is a little more socially acceptable. It also 
means boo chips are back in stock at Trader Joes, not to mention it’s 
one month closer to Christmas.

During autumn, everything school-related in a high schooler’s 
life seems to be on steroids. The amount of homework teachers 
assign is followed by bucket loads of stress which is usually allevi-

ated by a myriad of ways to waste time. My favorite 
procrastination activities include eating around seven 
serving sizes of Eggo blueberry waffles, watching 
entire seasons of Once Upon A Time on Netflix, and 
scrolling through my Instagram feed feeling slightly 
depressed that I’m not a child actress (thanks Millie 
Bobby Brown). Towards the middle of October, my feed 
is flooded with couple costume ideas and with it my 
depression increases (thanks Party City).

My procrastination tendencies are no exception 
when it comes to Halloween. I usually plan an intricate 
costume idea with my friends that never actually pans 
out, and I resort to wearing a random black outfit and 
doing my makeup a little extra. However, costume coordi-
nation is the least of my worries when it comes to Halloween. The 
focus of my night on the thirty-first for as long as I could walk has 
always been about the plethora of candy that fills my pillow case.

I am genuinely concerned with how American culture evolved 
into creating a day of the year when kids dress up in costumes and 
go from door to door asking for immense amounts of sugar. However, 
for the most part, I am happy that this holiday occurred. Halloween 
night has always been the highlight of my October, whether it is 
spent on the streets of LG with my friends or at a party. Regardless 
the setting, one thing that remains constant for nearly everyone on 

Elizondo depicts the horrific morning after Halloween

by Sasha Ryu
Media Production Editor

Unrequi ted 
love! Everyone 
can relate, right? 
I’m sure there are 
many of you that 
are charming and 
irresistible, but for 
the rest of us, rejec-
tion has become an 
almost routine aspect of 
our bleak and inferior lives. 

For years, we inferiors were 
limited to two options: pine after 
the dreamy cashier at 7/11 until we 
graduate, or compensate for our lack 
of romantic connection by obsessing over 
the latest teeny bopper heartthrob until every 
waking moment of our existence becomes con-
sumed by their perfectly fluffed bangs and 
overpriced merchandise. 

Both options can be tempting, but don’t 
give up on love just yet, dear readers. 
Just because you haven’t found 
success in the ‘alive’ and ‘human’  
departments, doesn’t mean 
that there isn’t hope. 
An entire population 
of ideal romantic 
candidates has gone 
almost completely 
untapped until now: 
supernatural demons! 
Ghosts. Spirits. Polter-
geists. They might just 
be the end to all of your 
romantic woes. 

Now, hear me out. 
I’m well aware that 
many of you will be 
wary of becoming 
romantically involved with 
a member of the undead. But 
in reality, there are many rea-
sons why ghosts make great part-

by Alaina Fox
World Editor

Picture this: a sole student, crushed under the 
burdensome weight of their backpack, crawls on 
hands and knees across the hall. In the background, 
the student hears faint wheezes from their classmates 
and sickening thuds as body after body gives out. 
After three flights of stairs and countless tears, 
they finally catch a glimpse of something that 
may ease their unrelenting pain. “Water,” 
they croak, but alas, their desperation 
has created a mirage. The saving grace, 
a glistening water fountain, fails to 
produce more than a few drops. 
Exhausted, the student stumbles 
on. They manage to collapse 
into their third-floor class 
mere seconds before the bell 
rings - but at what cost? Are 
conic sections or in-class essays truly worth the 
price of failing lungs and burning legs? 

As the size of classes continues to grow, more and 
more students must face this tragic reality. It couldn’t 
be more clear that having a class on the third floor 
should be P.E. credit. 

The journey up three staircases is 0.05 miles (264 
ft), which becomes 0.1 mi because students go back 
down 90 minutes after each horrific quest. There 
are 85 periods of each class throughout the year. 

This multiplies to a colossal 8.5 mile undertaking. 
Students walk 8.5 miles through the year on these 
stairs alone!

No longer can LGHS students tolerate this 
cruelty without any compensation. The school 
must acknowledge the heinous circumstances and 
provide an apology by way of offering P.E credit 

to those who must toil up the endless stairs. 
If the administration refuses to yield, 

the student body will undoubt-
edly take action against this 

injustice. I propose that the 
first response should be to 
boycott all classes in the 

math/language building, 
which is for the sole purpose 

of activism and has nothing to 
do with postponing a test in my 

trigonometry class. If this doesn’t 
succeed, the second step will be to organize 

a cry-in; it’s like a sit-in, but with more pizzazz. 
Finally, if these two projects are somehow ineffec-
tive, the students of LGHS will have no choice but 
to resort to Plan C: performing paganistic rituals 
to convince otherworldly beings to aid us in this 
time of crisis.

The time for change is now. We will convince 
the school to count third-floor classes as PE credit 
or die trying.

Gibson and Jenkins suggest unique Coro ask ideas

Ghosts make better lovers
ners – dare I say even 

better than living 
men and women. 

The majority of 
us are unemployed 
teenagers, and 
relationships with 
the living only 

make our finan-
cial situation more 

unstable. Well, with a 
ghost you wouldn’t have 

to spend a penny! Ghosts 
don’t need to eat or drink, 

which already alleviates 75 per-
cent of the expenses a normal boy-

friend or girlfriend would rack up with 
those pricey lunches at Cafe Dio and dinners 

at Main Street. Even better, if you go out to 
see a movie, your spooky sweetheart can use their 
invisibility powers to get in for free. The same goes 
for every concert, musical, and school dance (and 
we all know those Coro tickets can get expensive 
– don’t even get me started on prom).

In addition to the monetary benefits, 
ghosts make excellent protectors. Think 

about it – if someone trespasses on your 
property, all they have to do is make a 

couple sinister ‘oooo’ noises, 
and the intruder will probably 
never come near your home 

again. In fact, if anyone is ever 
giving you a hard time, you could 

send your ghost after them to get 
a little revenge. The guy at Taco Bell 

that whistled at your grandma? 
The teacher that dress coded 
you in front of the whole 
class? You name it – your 

ghost will take care of it. 
Perhaps the concept of dating 

a translucent, undead demon isn’t 
initially appealing to most, but at the 

end of the day they’d probably still be 
better partners than the living options that 

have been offered to you.

Student v. third floor stairs

by Eden Gibson and Tatum Jenkins
Editors-in-chief

Coro season has arrived. The piercing screams 
of freshmen permeate the air. Herds of teenage 
girls swarm the front lawn, toting unreasonably 
large posters plastered with egregious puns. 
Gossip circulates the quad at dangerously high 
rates. Babies are crying. Sirens are whirring. Death 
is imminent.

We understand. Coro season can be an intimidating, 
pandemonium-inducing time of year. Who to ask? How to go about 
it? Will it end in tears, rejection, and embarrassment? All valid 
questions. Luckily, we’ve put our brilliant minds together to compile 
a comprehensive list of original Coro proposals, tailored to fit the 
needs of each and every student. Cast your fears aside and ask away!

For the expressive: In need of a haircut? Kill two birds with 
one stone by buzzing your hair to spell out “Coro?” on your head. 
Your date is sure to fall head-over-heels for the new look. Your mom 
might be upset when she sees the pre-dance photos, but since when 
does her opinion matter? You’re a free spirit and an independent 
teen. Besides, you’ll carry the memories around with you for months 

after. If cutting your hair doesn’t seem to make enough 
of a statement, get a simple “Coro?” tattoo on your inner 
lip. No ragrets, am I right? 

For the extravagant: If you really want your proposal to scream 
basic Los Gatos teen, we have a solution. First, use your AP Computer 
Science skills to hack into all the iPads in the Apple store. Next, line 
up five screens in a row to spell out “C-o-r-o-?” in 48-point comic 
sans. Granted, you don’t really need to hack all the other iPads, but 
you might as well. Go big or go home. 

If you’re looking to take your Coro ask to new heights, this next 
technique is the one for you. First, purchase a private plane with 
your dad’s credit card. Next, hire a pilot to spell out “Coro?” in the 

sky above you. Take your date to a secluded location – we’re 
thinking a Denny’s parking lot – for a luxurious picnic and 

wait for the magic to begin.
For the artistically inclined: Channel your inner 

George Michael and serenade your date with a rendi-
tion of “Careless Whisper” on your recorder from 
third grade. You’ll never think of that song the 
same way, especially if she rejects you. If you’re 
more of an illegally-vandalize-private-property 
kind of guy, show off your graffiti tagging skills 
by spray-painting “Coro?” on your date’s mom’s 
minivan. That car was trash anyway, so she 

shouldn’t be too upset. 
For the adrenaline junkies: Shoot your date’s mom with the 

rhinoceros tranquilizer you received for your 11th birthday. Hide her 
limp body in the closet and tape a piece of paper to her shirt that 
reads: “I’m dying to go to Coro with you.” Ask your date to open 
the closet. Voila. Nothing strengthens a relationship like a good ol’ 
practical joke. You might want to do some research on the legality 
of this proposal beforehand. Just remember: girls love impulsivity 
and carelessness in a man.

Halloween is the irregularly large intake of 
candy. In the moment, it seems acceptable 
to stuff your face with sugar. 

Nevertheless, let me tell you that 
20 mini Milky Ways, an unthinkable 
amount of Kit-Kats, Hot Tamales, and 
sleeves upon sleeves of Starbursts do 
not pan out well the morning after. 
The sugar hangover that I consistently 
wake up to on Nov. 1 is like no other. 
I literally feel like a boulder in the 
pits of my stomach is weighing me 
down to whatever surface I found 

the night before to sleep on, usually a 
friend’s couch. The remnants of my dramatic makeup combined with 
the two and a half hours of sleep I got from the night before leave 
me looking and feeling like a dead raccoon on the side of the road.  
My mouth tastes like dried up chemicals and I am filled with instant 
regret with the decisions that I made from the night previous.

The unpleasant elements of the first morning of November have 
haunted me since elementary school. I can say in confidence that, 
although I have never experienced the typical “morning after” situa-
tion in every chick-flick, the morning of Nov. 1 is way worse. I bet my 
entire pillow case of sugary goodness on that.   

Just like your chance 
of getting a Coro date, 

nothing on this page is real.
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